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Computer vision system is a subject that has a growing applications in diverse fields, such as 
manufacturing, robotic, automations system, biomedical, biometrics, remote sensing, and 
pattern recognition. As a result, it has become extremely important for students to study and 
understand image processing. This module attempts to provide some basic knowledge in 
computer vision system. 
Chapter 1 of this module introduces the computer vision system and provides a window to 
the overall organization of the module. Chapter 2 deals with the fundamental techniques of 
computer vision. Chapter 3 is devoted to spatial and frequency domain filtering. In addition to 
the fundamental and analysis of frequency and spatial domain, the concept of color analysis in 
solving engineering application is introduced in Chapter 4. Morphology is a technique that is 
widely used in image analysis, and Chapter 5 is devoted to Morphology technique. 
The importance of computer vision system is to know how an image analysis approach can 
solve a certain problem specifically in engineering application. Chapter 6 discussed how an 
object can be recognized or how to solve problem in real situation using image processing 
technique. Chapter 7 of this module demonstrates examples of applications using vision system 
technology. 
The audience of this module are the undergraduate and graduate students in universities, as 
well as teachers, engineers and professional in RnD. 
We sincerely thank to Faculty of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Universiti 
Malaysia Pahang, for their full support in completion of this module. We are indebted to the 
management of the faculty as well as UMP publishing unit for their continuous support and 
encouragement in our endeavors.  
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